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The meeting was called to order at 3.10 p.m.

REPORTS SUBMITTED UNDER ARTICLES 6 TO 9 OF THE COVENANT (continlAed)

Second periodic report of Poland (continued) (E/1984/7/Add.26)
J!

1. At the invitation of the Chairman, Mr. Karwa5ski and Mr. Gorajewski (Poland)
took places at the table.

"2. Mr. KARWANSKI (Poland) said that the workers' protests which had :esulted in
the 1980 crisis had created a fear that unemployment would rise as a consequence of
the attendant economic dislocation, and a number of preventive measures, including
early-retirement schemes, had been adopted, with the result that some half-million
persons had vacated jobs and thereby created openings for others. Programmes had
also been instituted to provide jobs for school graduates. The economic sanctions
imposed on the country had resulted in a shortage of raw materials and a huge
debt. The econo~ had therefore been restructured in order to import raw materials
from friendly countries such as the Soviet Union, and in the process more jobs had
been created. In March 1986, there had been 290,000 job vacancies and only)S,OOO
job-seekers, so that unemployment was not a real problem.

3. A n~ew scheme for the employment of school graduates had been introduced, under
which the Gov~rnment or enterprises granted stipends to, students on condition that
af~~r leaving school they would work in a specific job at a specific enterprise.
v)entive schemes were in place to ensure that they were employed where they were
(rat needed and could be most easil~ accommodated.

4. In connection with vocational training, he drew attention to paragraphs 27
and 28 of his, country's report (E/1984/7/Adu.26), which made clear the distinction
betwec:n "nominated" employees and those who had not been nominated. The labour
market was fully co~petitive and the labour force was mobile to the extent that,
measures were currently under consido~ation to di~courage frequent job-changing.
Some 90,000 Poles were employed abroad, including 35,000 in the German pemocratic
Republic and Czechoslovakia and others in the Federal Republic of Germany, the
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Algeria and a number of other develo,ping countries. Based
on 1985 figures, 11.6 million were employed in the socialized sector and
4.8 million in the non-socialized sector, the latter figure including 3.9 million,
in non-socialized agriculture, 603,000 were employed in handicrafts and some 48,000
in workshops.

5.' Turning to the subject of matE"rnity leave and family allowances, he drew
attention to paragraphs 18-21, and paragraph 84 of the repo~t, as well as the
additional infOrmation provided in the informal paper circulated at an earlier
meeting, but wished to stress a number of points. Wo~en received maternity
allowances regardless of the nature or length of their employment. The allowances,
payable throughout the maternity leave, vari'~' with the number of children. If a
'mother died in confinement they were payable to the father or another family
'member, even if the mother had been unemployed. Allowances also covered adopted
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childre~~and were payable immediately upon application for adoption. A woman could
take un~)id leave to bring up her children if she had been employed for at least
six months, and such leave could be extended to a maximum of three years. There
were~~ecial provisions for the care of handicapped children. Women's jobs were
guaranfeed while they were on maternity leave and maternity allowances were higher
for single mothers.

6. Family allowances were payable to workers covered by social insurance in
respect of childrep who had not reached the age of 18 or had not completed their
schooling or training, but only to th~~;~e of 25. There were special provisions
for disabled and foster children. Allowances were not payable when other forms of
inoome or support were avai~able, such as scholarships or survivor's pensions.

7. with regard to remuneration for labour, he drew attention to paragraph 32 of
the report and noted that, as part of an incentive scheme, wages could be increased ~

from a remuneration fund setup to reward, and thereby stimulate, increased
production. The managers of 'enterprises, in agreement with the workers, could
change the basis of remuneration through various bonuses and privileges, especially
~~ order to adjust it to th~ coct of li~ing. Wages were partly gea~e~ t~ an
enterpr~se's profits, and hence to productivity. .

8. ()The average minimum wage was 5,200 zlotys, while the average ~age was 21,000,
with the relatively privileged miners receiving as much as 52,000 zlotys.

·0

9. The system of labour inspection had been in fxistence for some time, operating
under the authority ofthe.Prime Minister's office.. That arrangement had been
criticized as giving too much power over wage levels to the Prime Minister, and

., Parliament had decided to assign responsibili ty for labour inspection to the
Council of State instead. The State Labour Inspectorate could halt production at a
plant at any time if it felt that conditions there so warra~ted, it worked in
collaboration with the Social Labour Inspectorate, which also had the power to
order production stopped, if there was any danger of an accident. Either
Inspectorate was entitled to call on specialized institutions for technical advice
on matters too complex for its own inspectors to resolye. b'
IQ. On the subject of care for the aged, he told the Group that there were many
associations of the elderly and retired, and retirees maintained close links with
the communities at their former places of work. Retirees banded together for
excursions and entertainment purposes. If elderly persons were apparently without
means of support and ~~d no one to help them, their local health-service centres
could assign nurses ~o provide daily assist~nce with shopping, cleaning, and so
forth.

11. Until 1980 Poland's law governing the activities of trade unions, dc~ing from
1946, had amounted to no more than a page of general regulations. As a ,,,,uult, the
regulations of the new trade unions which had sprung up after the August 1980·
agreements had largely been th~ invention of those unions' members, but were
checked to ensure that they did not violate the law. Durin~ the preparation of new
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legislation on the subject, in 1980 and 1981, the various drafts had been discussed
with all the main union groupings, and Ita had been consulted on the final form of
the new Act before its.. adoption by Parliament. Under" the new regulations, new
unions could be registered at any time once they demonstrated that they conformed
to the law.

12. It had been correctly pointed out that some members of the labour force were
not permitted to strike. they included people employed at senior and policy-making
levels and those in highly confidential jobs. Article 8(2) of the Covenant
justified the prohibition of members of the armed forces fro~ forming unions or
striking, and priSon workers were assimilated to members of the military for that"
purpose.

13. The Trade Unions Act gave workers the right to strike and trade unions the
right to organize strikes, but prohibited strikes in certain occupations and
establishments. The Act stipulated that a strike was the measure of lapt res~rt in
efforts to settle a disputel all other remedies must have been"exhausted before a

o strike was called. Political strikes were prohibited. A decision to strike must
be supported by a majority of all the workers in the establishment concerned,,,,
whather or not they were membe~s of a union. a strike was too s~rious a matter for
a minority of ~orkers to be allowed to override the wishes of the majority. Votyng
on strike calls was conducted by secret ballot to ensure the free expression of the
workers' will.,

14. He had been surprised by the allegations that certain well-known members of
Polish society had been refused permission to participate in ~y Day celebrations.
He had been under the impression that they had not wished to participate. In the
past, Mr. Walesa had been Quoted as saying that he did not intend to take part, and
as advising members of Solidarity (Solidarnose)to go on a picnic rather than join
the celebrations.

15. Mr. GORAJEWSKI (Poland) said that the discussion of human rights was not
conducted in a political void. His Government attached great importance to both
International COvenants on Human Rights, as its dispatch of an expert from Warsaw
to attend the Working Group's meetings amply demonstrated. The principles cited in
paragraph 1 of its report were generally recognized in foreign relations and formed
the corner-stone of Poland's foreign policy.

16. POl~nd was very sensitive to the issue of non-interfecence in others' domestic
affairs,"especially in view of recent illegal re.trictions on its contacts with
other countries. It ~~d been estimated in 1983 that the total cost to Poland of
the withholding by some countries of necessary supplies and credit, in violation of
eXisting international agreements, was $13 billion, the cost had presumably risen
since then. The abrupt interruption of supplies of chicken feed from the United
States hadvreduced the ~~at supply in Poland by an estimated seven kilograms per
head, with severe conseauences for the welfare of the popUlation. In response to
the pressures caused by such interference, Poland had restructured ~·ts economy and
strengthenea its eco~~mic ties with its partners in the COuncil for Mutual Economic
Assistance.

(j / ...
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17. On the sUbj~t~of his country's debts, he said that, in, the aftermath of the
oil crisis of the 1970s, international bankers had found plenty of petrodollars in
circulation and credit hadbeerr easy to obtain. Accordingly, Poland had launched
an ambitious progra~e of econo~ic development. With the changing economic .
climate, the country had suffered unfavourable terms of trade, its export income
had fallen and it had accum~lated heavy debts. It was not the only country to have
done so. The international community now"needed to do sometjtling about the ,
~ituation. Poland considered that debt repayment should not hamper development)
efforts in the debtor countries. While it was continuing to»honour its
obligations, it belieQed that ways should be found of transferring some of the
burden to coun~ries which in ~he past had profited hugely from thei~ exports to
Poland.

,
18. Mr. KARWANSKI (Poland) said that approximately 60 per cent 9f the former
members of Solidarity were members af the current trade unionsf and some were in
prominent posi~ions. '~\

~~
S-j)

19. Any regulations to bei~$femented by the Government had to be made available
one month in advance to th~/unions so that consultations could be held with all
workers. The trade unions were thus able to represent the interests of all workers.

20. ,~ The institution as of 13 December 1981 of a special legal order in the form of
martial law had been justified both by Poland's legal provisions and by the
situation that had existed. The same applied,to the suspension of trade-union D
activities upon the introduction of martial law and to the subsequent dissolution
of the trade unions themselves. Under the Polish Constitution, the Council of
State could proclaim martial law on Polish territory in order to safeguard the
security of the State. The notion of public security ~alled fot protection of the
State and, its,basic political machinery against attacks on its system and
sovereignty. The events that had taken place in Poland prior to 13 December 1981
had given ~ise to a public emergency that threatened the life of the nation and the
existence"of its institutions. The proclamation of martial law had been in full
'accordance with international law, particularly article 4(1) of the Covenant.

21. In the circumstances, the serious threat to Poland's security had taken the
form of an intensification of the confrontation that had been leading the count~y

to the brink of civil war. The ~xtremist forces within Solidarity, whose influence
had been growing, had endeavoured to destroy the socialist system in Poland. There
had been" no way of reversing the course that events had been taking. The econOmic
chaos brought about largely by the political struggle unleashed in ~olandis WOrk
establishments and the abuse of the right to strike had been particularly dangerous
during ,an'economic crisis. The strikes had led to a breakdown of social discipline
and the legal order. Solidarity had obstructed efforts to introduce economic
reforms and exploited the workers' self-management bodies as an instrument in the
struggle for economic power". Failure by the Government to take action in those
circumstances would have exacerbated the economic crisis and led to anarchy.
Proclamation of martial law had been the only way to av01d economic collapse.

/ e er,•
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22. "The leaders of Solidarity had displayed a negative attitude towards poland's
socialist legisla~ion. On the pretext of safeguarding tpe rule of law and the
judiciary's independence, they had been trying to place themselves above the law.
Since their activities had been undermining the soc~a1ist legal order, it had been.
essential to take appropriate action to prevent Poland's international position
from deteriorating. The situation in Poland had constituted a threat to world
peace and had been a matter of concern to the States linked to poland by mutuai
all~~nce~. ~

<:)

23. All possible ways of defusing the conflict through agreement had been
exhausted prior to the introduction of martial law. Upon the proclamation of
martial law, the~uncil of State had ,decided to authorize the Chairman of the
Council of Ministers to suspend the activit.';es of the trade unions and certain
civic organizations while martial law remai~ed in effect.

\\

24. A committee for the management of trade-union assets had been established in
order to take over the former trade unions' assets for a transitional period. The
Committee had begun to operate in January 1983 and had completed its work in
October 1985, following the final transfer of assets to the revived trade-union
movement. It had drawn up an inventory of the assets and taken steps to prevent
them from being destroyed and to ensuce that they served the interests of the
working people. The All-Polish Trade Union Consensus had become the owner of the
assets. The assets of trade-union organizations in the establishments that still
had no trade unions had been deposited in separate bank accounts in the name of the
All",pol?~(jIh Trade Union Consensus, which would be obliged to transfer them to the
relevant newly-established trade-union organizations upon request.

'1 • ••

per cent in J985, while wages had
service sectors, at a rate ~oughly

25~ #e;~ished to confirm that a trade union in a given establishment could
transfel,~tsmembershipfrom one union federatior. to another. There were currently
133 reg'i~tered trade unions operating on a nation-wide basis.

:,' \1'

;."26. In 1970, there had been 11,069,000 insured persons in Poland, whereas the
figure had Lti,ti'l~~ to 19,.• ~4l,OOO in 1984. In 1980, the average monthly old-age,
pension, excluding tha~of farmers, had amounted to 3,286 zlotys) by 1984 it had
b~~n ra~sed to 9,532 zlotys. In 1984, the average monthly pension for disabled
p.el,"sons!nad ~,mounted to 6,854 zlotys and the average indep,'jendent farmers' pension
haa 'amounted '"tc> 5/088 zlotys. The breakdown of expenditure on pensioners was the
~ollowing: 42 p~t cent on old-age pensioners) 25.G per cent on disabled persons)

L,~nd,9.2 pe~ c~nt on farmecs, with the remainder being accounted for by various
'. "d'l:h~,t' t·W~~~l o~l)pen~ioners. In 1984, ''total insurance income had amounted to

1S-,2:L}J.!)lni!li\ton~lOi\~Qrsand total insurance benefits had amounted to
" .13 ~ 9231. ~ 1~\i:\iMil, ll,)rir: ;r. fi' ;~}i:;;~c:.,

,(;', !, 1(:' 1,\, - 1\ 1,\ If.J (,.,"1: :.' .'<

.' c((t,' .-",~" -:. '.'\1:' __ ' i(:..\'t/ :,<"1,,::,, I:>

27. '~~tle;)r.at~\1~f/lnb.t'tu()flli,haddecreased to 13
r ist.'m :liil~:rs\1>~nti'~ily 'in b4tr1 ..'the production and
a-quivll\:\~~ht/t\o(;)Etn«ildn il5i~~I\f!iases.

," '. 1(\rC,7 ··cj~: ',~:\;J'/~: '\~ '{,
28 •• H\~";Sa~~r}t~'~'M~»ed,'':tbt!~j~swersgiven. had been satisfactory to the members of the

. ~~~~».tldn5V ,~tj.~uP~«i~:~ef~le ~{"t~~ que~tions, particularly thos~ of Mr. Texier, were to
,,' '.. h~ve ,~~en (~~p~~t~~. !tut~be Pollsh representatives harboured no hard feelings.
~c/.~~<.\,~;::.\..;:../~,< "'/1 0;}(/'i~.:, .
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29. Mr. HOPP2 (Denmark) said that, after listening carefully to the replies of the
Polish representa~ives, he had taken the j answer regarding paragraph 1 of the report
to mean that Poland agreed that a concetrt for human rights was a legitimate
international concern and did not constitute interference in internal affairs •.
Regarding the replies on article 8 and the issue of trade~union rights, if the

, Polish representatives had not been surprised at the questions, he had not been
surprised at the answers. He could only say that his Government had a different
inte!pretation of what had occurred. (

30. Mr. TEXIER (France) ,~aid that he was pleased that the Polish representatives
had not evaded the Working Group's auestions, even though some of the answers had
been predictable, and that a dialogue had taken place. ·A few questions, however,
remained unanswered, especially as to whether the Government. intended to restore to
Solidarity the possibility of freedom of expression ~,nd asso~iatiC',rri'ri the near
future.~'::· ")1, .

" !
31. Mr. YAKOVLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist'Republics) said th8't the serious and
detailed answers of the Polish representatives had satisfied him completely. He
observed that the economic boycott of the sovereign State of Poland designed by a
group of States to stifle the country economically and 'financially, and to create
hunger among its people, could not be overlooked or count~nanced by the Working
Grotip if it had a genuine concern for human rights. '

32. The legislation that had established the new trade-union structure in Poland
c

was a very democ4atic development. It was to be noted that the Working Group had
in some instances not raised any questions at all abou~0trade unions in other
reporting States, even where there had been instances pf police brutality and
hunger strikes by trade unionists. A serious democra£ic transformation had taken
place in Poland and it was fully implementing the Covenant. C

()

33. Mr. HOPPE (Denmark) said that he hIt he must respond to the references by the
Soviet representative to actions by a group of nations to which his o~n belonged.
Mr. Yakovlev had said that certain restrictive economic action:3 had been designed
to create hunger in, Poland, but notHing could be further from the,truth. The
European Economic Community had taken the measures in question because it wanted to
bring home to the Polish Government the Western position that a serious
human-rights violation hao taken place after the imposition of martial law in
Poland. The Community failed to see how a tr~de union which represented the vast
majority - according to the figures.of the representative of Poland himself - could
be a threat to the State, given the fact that pc.jand was a workers ·,-Statt;. .,"

.)

34. He wi~hed, further, to make it clear that Denmark would not accept any
reference in the Working Group's report to the economic measures in auestion.

35. Mr. YAKOVLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that he could not
express the feelings he had in hearing the Danish representative attempt to justify
an illegal, anti-democratic, improper action that had violated all intern~.tional

norms. WhY.had the members of the European Economic Community notiimposed a
blockade4ag~fast Chile and other major Fascist and racist offend~~s? . Clearly,
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their concern had not been to protect human rights but to comply with a United
States-imposed policy.

36. There was no point in continuing polemics which he had not begun. The
initiators had just demonstrated that they had political and ideological motives
that had nothing to do with the work of the Working Group.

37. The CHAIRMAN urged the members of the Working Group not to prolong the
discussion, which was keeping it from going on to other important work.

38. Mr. HOPPE (Denmark) said he wished merely to observe that he had a very
different interpretation of the matter from that of Mr. Yakovlev.

o ~3JJ. Mr. KARWANSKI (Poland), replying to Mr. Texier, said that it was unnecessary
to revive memories of a bad experience of unlawful events in Poland. At the time
of the trade-I,lnion developments, there had been a great debate in his qountry as to
whether Solidarity should be dissolved) or instead re-established on some legal
basis. It had been, concluded that the latter course would inevitably be
interpreted as only a cosmetic cnange regardless of the circumstances, and it had
therefore been decided to start anew under a new Trade Unions Act. It was
interesting to note that the great majority of the population had, of their own
volition, voted in the recent elections. Mr. Texier had expressed sympathy with
the Poles, but he wondered with how many of the 37 million he actually
sympathized. He u~ged both Mr. Texier and Mr. Hoppe not to discuss Poland only
Nith those who shar~d the~~ ideas, but rather to come to the country and speak to
'\1 ~}'i;he people in the street.

"40. He said that hft had Leen glad to take part in even a sharp dialogueowith the
members of the Working Group, in the interest of peace.

:,/-,

41. The CHAIRMAN said that th~ Working ,Group had concluded its consideration of
the repprt of Poland.

u'

The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.
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